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How many players do I need?
Players work individually.

ACTIVITY: THE LAW

Throw-in
U7-U8 | RESTARTS 2

CALL OUT “Ball behind your head” • “Feet on the ground”

1 Line your players 
up on what would 

represent the touchline – 
any line will do. 

3 Remind players that in a game, the 
thrower cannot touch the ball again 

until another player has touched it.

2 Get each player to practise throw-ins. 
You want to see the ball behind the head 

and thrown forward. Encourage players to 
keep their feet on the ground as they throw.

Use both hands to 
throw the ball

Have ‘loose’ arms, elbows 
bent and flared out

Take the ball back 
past the ears

Follow through with the 
throwing motion after the 
ball has been released

Stay behind the line 
when throwing

Although it’s difficult at 
this age, try to encourage 
players to keep both feet 
on the ground as they 
release the ball

Throw the ball from 
behind and over the head 
in a continu ous motion, 
releasing it immediately 
after it passes the front of 
the head 

Have index fingers and 
thumbs as close together as 
possible to form a ‘W’ shape. 
Spread the fingers to hold 
the ball firmly

LAWS OF SOCCER
Throw-ins
At the moment of delivering the ball, the thrower: 

Faces the field of play.
Has part of each foot either on the touch line 
or on the ground outside the touch line.
Uses both hands.
Delivers the ball from behind and over their head.

The thrower may not touch the ball again until it 
has touched another player.
In some leagues, U7 and U8 children are permitted 
to roll the ball underarm with one or both hands 
into the field of play – please take local advice. 
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How many players do I need?
Get all your players to have a go. 

ACTIVITY: THE LAW

Corner kick 
U7-U8 | RESTARTS 3

CALL OUT “Place the ball near the corner” • “Kick towards the penalty area”

1 Use one end of your usual pitch. This 
activity is purely to practise kicking the 

ball from the corner into the penalty area.
2 Get your players to take turns crossing 

the ball in from the corner. Put an 
opposing player 5 yards from the corner so 
that the kicker has to think about getting 

the ball over or past him and into 
the area.

4 Get all your players to practise taking 
corner kicks. Get them to try from either 

side of the goal.

3 Show players the technique of putting 
the standing leg just behind the ball 

and leaning back slightly as they kick with 
the instep of the foot. They may not be able 
to get the ball very high off the ground at 
first, but teaching the technique is vital to 
their development. 

LAWS OF SOCCER
Corner kick
The ball is placed inside the corner arc – or 
touching one of the lines – at the corner nearest to 
where the ball went out. 
The corner flag post cannot be moved. 
Opponents must be 5 yards from the corner flag 
until the ball is in play.
The ball is kicked by a player of the attacking team.
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How many players do I need?
I used seven players with two teams of three players and a goalkeeper. 
Players take turns to take corners.

GAME: CORNER KICK BATTLE

Corner kick 
U7-U8 | RESTARTS 3

CALL OUT “Place the ball near the corner” • “Kick towards the penalty area”

1 Use one end of your usual pitch. Put a 
player from each team on the two corners 

and put the other players in the penalty area 
in a 2v2.

3 Each player takes three 
corners. Taking turns like 

this means that any of your 
players will be able take corners 
during a match, which is much 
better than having a nominated 
corner taker at this stage of their 
development.

2 The teams take turns to take three 
corners each. The players in the penalty 

area attack their own corner and defend 
their opponents’ corner.

4 The team that scores the most goals 
wins. If the ball leaves the penalty area it 

is dead and the other team takes their turn.

GAME PLAY
Accuracy above power.
Players should shout for the ball.
Movement to the ball.


